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CHRISTIANE BAUMGARTNER: With and without Thinking – NYC, 2013; a set of four prints  
 
Harlan & Weaver is pleased to announce the publication of a new suite of color etchings by 
German artist Christiane Baumgartner. Known for large-scale, monochrome woodcuts of 
video stills, Baumgartner approaches the etching medium with a keen understanding of the 
printmaking process. The four prints, titled With and without Thinking – NYC, 2013, were 
executed entirely in sugar-lift aquatint. Baumgartner painted varied clusters of finely-brushed 
lines on prepared 16 x 12 inch copper plates; the painted areas were then lifted and lightly 
etched, sometimes dipped in the acid bath for as little as 15 seconds. The resultant two-plate 
compositions, printed in blue and red, produce ethereal, cloud-like forms, which seem to 
undulate across the page.  
 
Though less referential than Baumgartner’s previous work, With and without Thinking – NYC is 
similarly concerned with the tensions between materiality and immateriality, speed and 
standstill, identity and anonymity. The indefinite, pulsating forms of the etchings are 
indicative of her interest in flimmern, or flickering, a German word which evokes the snowy 
static of a television screen without reception. White noise is an important element in 
Baumgartner’s woodcuts, in which horizontal lines mimic the interference of paused video 
stills. In With and without Thinking – NYC, the effects of flimmern are explored further; 
overlapping, downward dashes of ink shimmer on the page, the verticality of her strokes 
reminiscent of rain. Baumgartner’s compositions are suggestive of natural phenomena, 
especially the imprecise, organic movements of cloud systems or storms. As in the woodcuts, 
they carry a palpable eeriness, hinting at unseen forces. Through printmaking, Baumgartner 
conceptually confronts the manifestation and dissolution of form and image. 
 
Felix Harlan and Carol Weaver were introduced to Baumgartner in 2005 by German 
papermaker Gangolf Ulbricht. (Ulbricht makes the paper for Baumgartner’s woodcuts, and 
has worked with Harlan & Weaver on several print projects over the years.) At the time of 
their meeting, Harlan & Weaver and Baumgartner discussed the possibility of making 
etchings together, with Harlan & Weaver serving as publisher. Baumgartner was enthusiastic, 
but realized that the etching medium would require a different approach to her artistic 
practice. After several more visits over subsequent years and the shipping of copper plates 
back and forth to Germany, With and without Thinking – NYC was completed during two 
intensive weeks of platemaking and proofing in New York in April of 2013. The suite of four 
prints has been made in an edition of 21. Printed on Hahnemühle bright white paper, the 
overall page size for each measures 24 ½ x 19 inches. They are sold together as a set. With 
and without Thinking – NYC was produced in cooperation with Alan Cristea Gallery, London, 
and will be shown at Harlan & Weaver’s booth #116 at the International Fine Print Dealer’s 
Association Fair, from November 7 – 10, 2013.  
 
Further information is available by email: inquiry@harlanandweaver.com. 


